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A. Answer the following questions by choosing the correct option:  1x15=15 

1. The ……………. Of a pup is not an easy one. 

i. sowing      ii. reaping       iii. drizzling     iv. upbringing 

2. One should be ………….. to be a master the pup. 

i. loving and caring         ii. sensible and rude  iii. rude  iv. revengeful 

3. One should understand the …….. of the pup. 

i. insatiable desire  ii. absurdity         iii. silence      iv. language 

4. The writer’s books were …………. 

i. short  ii. tall         iii. thin      iv. Partially pulped 

5. The family had to see that the pup doesnot put his face into the …………….. 

i. water       ii. Electric socket  iii. cooler  iv. Plastic bag 

6. Bambi swallowed a large chunk of his own ………. 

i. shoes   ii. ball         iii. bone       iv. collar 

7. Retching means……………… 

i. trying to vomit  ii. Excellent     iii. A strong interest  iv. fair 

8.  The chewing ……….. stopped when Bambi grew older. 

i. mania     ii. interest    iii. excitement    iv. desire  

9. Bambi licked ………………. butter. 

i. one  kilo      ii. One-third killo   iii. Half a kilo        iv. Two killos 

10. Bambi was looking …………….. with life. 

i.polite   ii. satiated iii. Calmed    iv. arrogant 

11. Bambi behaved like a ………… after eating the butter. 

i. annoyed     ii. disgusted     iii. pokerface      iv. Puky boxer 

12. Bambi went for the hot kadai in which …..…… were fried. 

i. kebabs       ii. rolls   iii. panthras     iv. chops 

13. …………… was the most interesting place for Bambi. 

i. corners of rooms     ii. doormat      iii. Wastepaper basket   iv. dustbin 

14. The cake that was served to Meena’s mother-in-law was ……… 

i. Chocolate Cake     ii. Vanilla Cake       iii. Dark Chocolate Cake    iv. Drak Devil’s Food Cake 

15. A large bowl of …………. was slurped by Bambi which was meant for the guest. 

i. dahi  ii. jalebi     iii. rasmalai   iv. custard 
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